Abstract-The singularity-free zones of 3-RRR (R denotes actuator joint) planar parallel mechanisms are studied. The methods and procedures of determination of maximal singularity-free zone of planar 3-RRR parallel mechanism, both for centered on given point and for in the whole workspace, are introduced. For 3-RRR parallel mechanism, the expression for the singularity locus and the algorithms for determining the singularity-free zones involve both the Cartesian and the joint variables. To make the algorithms to be simplified and be efficient, the methods to simplify the algorithms for determining the singularity-free zones in Polar space is proposed. The methodology and procedures for determining the singularity-free zones centered on given point of 3-RRR planar parallel mechanisms are introduced. Then a self-modifying technique for searching the center of the whole workspace maximal singularityfree zone was developed, so that the theoretical center of the whole workspace maximal singularity-free zone can be obtained step by step automatically. The calculating results show that the simplified algorithms and the techniques for determining the singularity-free zones of planar parallel mechanism are correct and efficient.
INTRODUCTION
It is very important work to find the singularity obstacles (locus) in the workspace of parallel mechanisms both in trajectory planning and structure parameter designing of the mechanisms because of the limited working space of parallel mechanism. Dash and coworkers presented a numerical algorithm determining the workspace with voids and singularities [1] . Bhattacharya, Hatwal, and Ghosh proposed two on-line singularity avoidance schemes which one scheme solves a quadratic programming with six inequality constrains on the actuator forces to find out the alternate path, and the another one manipulates the determinant of the Jacobian matrix to approximately constrain the actuator forces to their respective limits on the alternative path [2] . Dasgupta and Mruthyunjaya developed an algorithm for Stewart platform to construct continuous path by given two end-pose of the manipulator to avoid singularity and ill-conditioning [3] . Merlet developed a fast algorithm to solve the trajectory validation for a 6 DOF parallel mechanism [4] . Ref. [5] proposes a novel approach to obtain the maximal singularity-free regions of 3-PRR planar parallel mechanisms based on a constructive geometric reasoning. Ref. [6] investigates the maximal singularity-free ellipse of 3-RPR planar parallel mechanisms via convex optimization.
Singularity properties of mechanisms had been studied by previous works [7~18] in many respects.
The basic idea and techniques of the most previous works for trajectory planning algorithms were to construct continuous path by given two end-configuration of the manipulator to avoid singularity and ill-conditioning, in which chiefly focus on the mechanisms with prismatic actuators. If an overview of the singularity zones and singularity-free zones of the mechanisms can be provided, it will be great convenient for both trajectory planning and structure parameter designing. Algorithms for singularity analysis and determination of singularity-free zones of parallel mechanisms with prismatic actuators have been developed in work [19, 20] . The algorithms are based on an analytic expression of the singularity locus in the Cartesian space, and can be expressed as a function of the Cartesian variables only.
For parallel mechanisms with revolute actuators, the expression for the singularity locus and the algorithms for determining the singularity-free zones involve both the Cartesian and the joint variables. Therefore, additional constrains have to be used in the expression and/or algorithms, these will lead the expression and algorithms become to be more complex.
variable similar with mechanisms with prismatic actuators, so that techniques and procedures used for mechanisms with prismatic actuators can be adopted to mechanisms with revolute actuators, which makes great advantages.
It is also very important to know the singularity-free distance from point (x 0 , y 0 ) in full directions in trajectory planning. This problem is expressed in Polar space centered at point (x 0 , y 0 ) in the paper. It would be a challenge work to find the whole workspace maximal singularity-free zone. A selfmodifying technique is developed to search the whole workspace maximal singularity-free zone of 3-RRR planar parallel mechanism.
II. SINGULARITY FORMULATIONS OF PLANAR PARALLEL MECHANISMS WITH REVOLUTE ACTUATORS
A. Kinematic analysis (1) 3-RRR planar parallel mechanism with revolute actuators and the coordinate were shown as in the Fig. 1 
Where for 3 , 2 ,
, it takes the form 1 2 3 ( , , , , , ) (4) is singularity formulation of 3-RRR planar parallel mechanisms with revolute actuators.
III. DETERMINATION OF SINGULARITY-FREE ZONES CENTERED ON THE GIVEN POINT

A. Methodology
The problem of the determination of singularity-free zones centered on the given point can be stated as follows: find the largest singularity-free disk centered on a point (x 0 , y 0 ) for a given rotational range ofφ . An alternative formulation of this problem is as follows: for a given rotational range ofφ , find the point (x, y) on the singularity locus which is the closest to the point (x 0 , y 0 ). Mathematically, the latter problem can be stated as:
Where, is a Lagrange multiplier. An extremum of function η is obtained when the following conditions are satisfied
Equation (6) is algorithm for determining singularity-free zones of general planar parallel mechanisms. The minimum distance d min between (x 0 , y 0 ) and (x, y) is the radius of largest singularity-free disk centered on the point (x 0 , y 0 ).
B. Determination of singularity-free zones in Polar Space
• Proposed algorithms for determination of singularityfree zones
In eq (6), both the Cartesian and joint variables were involved, which leads much complexity and difficulties to solve the problem. One form variables should be transformed into another one to simplify the equations because Cartesian and joint variables are dependent.
• Proposed algorithm for determination of singularity-free zones in Polar Space
It is also very important to know the singularity-free distance from point (x 0 , y 0 ) in full directions in trajectory planning. Suppose line L starting at point (x 0 , y 0 ), the right-hand angle with respect to x axis isα , and (x, y) is /are the intersection point/points of L and F=0.
The variables x, y can be written as
For a given rotational range of φ , the minimum distance L min between (x 0 , y 0 ) and (x, y) can be determined by following equation
Where L min is equal to d min , which forms a system of three nonlinear equations with three unknowns L,
Based on the equation (8), the problem of the determination of singularity-free zones centered on the given point can be also stated as follows: for a given rotational range of φ , find the distance L in full directions ( α =0~2 ), and the L min is the radius of largest singularity-free disk centered on a point (x 0 , y 0 ). The problem expressed by equation (7) is in Cartesian space and by equation (8) is in Polar space centered at point (x 0 , y 0 ).
• Techniques and procedures for determination of singularity-free zones
The main idea of determining the singularity-free zones of parallel mechanisms in the previous works were try to transform equation (6) into polynomial equation(s) in order to guaranty all solutions can be find and not lost the minimum one [19, 20] . The equations for determination of singularity-free zones of parallel mechanisms with prismatic actuators can be expressed as a function of the Cartesian variables only, above methodology worked well though the formula became very complicated. In fact, the aim of computation is to find the point on the singularity locus which is the closest to the point (x 0 , y 0 ) in Cartesian space or the singularity-free distances in all directions in Polar space. The main stratagem of this paper is just trying to find the point on the singularity locus which is the closest to the point (x 0 , y 0 ) despite of all solutions. Taking the 3-RRR planar parallel mechanism as example, the following steps were proposed to solve eq. (8) : Step 1: Selecting the regions of variables. Because (x, y) dmin is the nearest point on the singularity curves to the point (x 0 , y 0 ), the basic technique to find (x, y) dmin is searching the solutions of eq. Step 3: Testing of the results. Singularity equation is a highly nonlinear system; they may sensitive for the initial regions, especially for some special point or structural parameters. The result gotten from step 2 must be tested to guaranty it is the closest point. The technique used is as follow: Let L= L min , eq. (8) Step 4: Adjusting the regions of variables by technique of widen the regions of the variables. It means first we give smaller values of a, b or l in step 1, and then increasing the values of the variables and then return to step 1, until step 3 was satisfied. In fact, we can estimate probable regions according to structural parameters or by mapping the singularity curve, so we gotten the most results with less adjusting (even without adjusting) of the regions in the testing examples. The solution that makes d min (or L min ) is the global minimum. The d min is the radius of singularity-free zone disk (circle). We can substitute in eq. (6) will lead three nonlinear equations in three unknowns x, y, and φ . There are almost no differences in the solution and computing time by Maple grogram for the planar mechanisms.
IV. DETERMINATION OF THE WHOLE WORKSPACE MAXIMAL SINGULARITY-FREE ZONE
A. Proposed method self-modifying technique
The problem of the determination of the whole workspace maximal singularity-free zone can be stated as follows: for a given rotational range of φ , find a point (x 0 , y 0 ) in the workspace which are the closest to the points on the locus and with equal distances to these points to form a largest singularity-free circle centered at the point (x 0 , y 0 ).
The singularity-free zone was surrounded by the boundaries of second kind of singularity locus and/or first kind singularity locus generally. One can find that there are three branches of the singularity locus of 3-RRR mechanism, so that at least three minimum extremum solutions can be obtained for a given point (x 0 , y 0 ). If we take three points of the solutions as the points on the singularity-free disk, a new center (x 0n , y 0n ) of this circle can be determined. This new center should move towards to the every boundary which have near distances from point (x 0n , y 0n ) to the closest points of boundaries, so that it will move closer to the theoretical center of the whole workspace maximal singularity-free zone. Taking new center as given point of (x 0 , y 0 ), then getting three new minimum extremum solutions, again to find new center of circle, which will more closely to the theoretical center of the whole workspace maximal singularity-free zone. Repeat the process, the point would reach the center of the whole workspace maximal singularity-free zone with given calculating accuracy.
In the process, the new center of the circle is self-modified step by step with arbitrary given original point (x 0 , y 0 ). Fig. 2 is geometrical illustration for self-modifying process of the method in determination of the whole workspace maximal singularity-free zone. 
B. Procedures for determination of the whole workspace maximal singularity-free zone
Step1: Determination of φ min : for a given rotational range of φ , find the φ min on this section has the minimum singularity-free zone. From an arbitrary given point (x 0 , y 0 ), φ min can be determined by eq (8).
Step2: Determination of extremum distances L mini : for φ =φ min , all extremum distances L mini from given point (x 0 , y 0 ) or ) ( 0 , 0 n n y x to the points on the singularity locus should be determined in order to obtaining the minimum extremum solutions. The technique of widen the region of L should be used in order to obtain all extremum distances solutions in this case.
Step3: Determining minimum extremum L mini : for L mini (i=1, 2…) gotten by step2, the minimum extermum solutions should be selected, and maximum solutions be excluded. Mathematically this problem can be dealt with For 
L mini will be the radius of maximal singularity-free zone centered at point (x 0 , y 0 ) or ) ( 
C. Examples
As an example of the determination of the whole workspace maximal singularity-free zone of 3-RRR mechanisms as shown in Fig. 1 with the structural parameters as in Table 1 was calculated with Maple program by the method and self-modifying technique developed in the paper. The calculating results in every calculating cycle were shown in the Table 1 with original given point (x 0 =3, y 0 =3) and (x 0 =5, y 0 =0). The graphical representations of searching results in every step, and the whole workspace maximal singularity-free zone were shown in Fig. 3 . All solutions were checked by equation (9) with α Δ =0.05. The calculating results showed that the method and self-modifying technique were correct and very efficient for the mechanism. It is also noted from the results, the closer the original given point to the center area of the workspace, the faster it reaches the theoretical center of the whole workspace maximal singularity-free zone.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Analytical expressions describing the singularity-free zones of planar parallel mechanisms with revolute actuators have been presented based on Lagrange multiplier method. The methods to simplify the algorithms have also been introduced, and they are expected to be applied in more complex system such as spatial parallel mechanisms. For a given rotational range of moving platform, the point (x, y) on the singularity locus which is the closest to the point (x 0 , y 0 ) can be found by the algorithms. On the other hand, the algorithm for determining the singularity-free distance from point (x 0 , y 0 ) in full directions was developed, all the singularity-free distance from point (x 0 , y 0 ) in full directions can be obtained so that providing enough information for trajectory planning despite of the loss the theoretical L min in some cases. These will be more useful trajectory planning. The procedures and technique worked well in the testing cases.
A method of determining of the whole workspace maximal singularity-free zone of planar 3-RRR parallel mechanism and the self-modifying technique developed for searching new circle and the center of singularity-free zone with arbitrary given original center are correct and efficient. The new circle and the center of singularity-free zone can move toward to the theoretical center of the whole workspace maximal singularityfree zone step by step automatically. Calculating results showed that the closer the original given point to the center area of the workspace, the faster it reaches the theoretical center of the whole workspace maximal singularity-free zone. The method and the self-modifying technique can be expanded to determination the whole workspace maximal singularity-free zone of other kinds of mechanisms.
